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ABSTRACT
Two theories are developed to quantify image skew of photomask features caused by aberrations. In one
formulation, the extent of image distortion can be described by the image asymmetry (Lasymmetry) ,which
captures both image shift and sidelobe intensity imbalance. This quantity is equivalent to the shift of the image
centroid. In situations where one is more concerned with placement error than centroid shift, the change in the
location of the intensity extremum (Mshift) can be expressed as functions of the mask spectrum and the wave
aberration. This theory on image shift is applied to the study of enhanced alternating PSMs. Although the
optimal mask pattern is aberration-function-specific, mask spectra with gradual variations have lower placement
sensitivity in general. These theories are applicable to all mask technologies and patterns.

Keywords: optical lithography, phase-shifting mask, aberrations, alternating phase-shifting mask, enhanced
alternating phase-shifting mask

1. INTRODUCTION
Resolution enhancement techniques1 such as modified illumination,25 assist 67 and phase-shifting
masks (PSMs)8'° are becoming indispensable optical lithography methods for the fabrication of integrated
circuits. Some of these techniques are generally applicable, while others are beneficial only for specific pattern
configurations. For the printing of small, dark features, alternating PSMs offer robust imaging because of
destructive interference between light rays that are 180° out of phase. This property and its promise for gate-
level applications have prompted studies by many authors.1115 Linewidths as small as k1 = 0.116 have been
demonstrated.

Despite superior image quality, alternating PSMs are not amenable to straightforward implementation.
Issues include intensity imbalance due to glass edge scattering,17'9 mask inspection and 221 aberration
sensitivity,2224 and the need for sophisticated computer-aided design (CAD) algorithms.25 In addition,
the preference for lower-partial-coherence-factor (low-a) exposure means that proximity effects are significant.
Coupled with small mask error 2627 optical proximity correction (OPC) by chromium width biasing is
challenging.

Proximity correction can be achieved by modifying the widths of the phase regions (hereafter as phase width)
on an alternating PSM. Another situation where there is a need for phase width adjustment is the balancing
of intensity between the 0° and 180° openings.'9'28 Beyond these two considerations, the phase regions are
usually designed to be as wide as possible for maximum process latitude. Figure 1 plots the simulated exposure
latitude of a 0.3 (A/NA) line as a function of the phase width. As the phase width increases from 0.3 (A/NA),
the exposure latitude steadily increases from 20%, reaching an asymptotic value of 33% for phase widths greater
than 0.8 (A/NA).

Widening the phase regions is not always advantageous. It was recently reported that image sensitive to
aberrations increases with phase width, while the use of small phase regions can reduce aberration sensitivity by
over 70%.29 There thus exists a tradeoff between exposure latitude and low aberration sensitivity. Optimization
results indicated that the optimum number of auxiliary phase regions is 1 or 2 per line edge, and their phase
widths should be between 0.2 (A/NA) and 0.5 (A/NA).29 The structure of these so-called enhanced alternating
PSMs is shown in Fig. 2. This study aims to investigate the reason for the reduced aberration sensitivity of
enhanced alternating PSMs.
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Figure 1. Exposure latitude of lines printed with alternating PSMs increases with phase width. The images were simulated
with a = 0.5.

2. IMAGE ASYMMETRY
We first examine image asymmetry caused by aber-

auxiliary rations. Consider the much-simplified optical imagingmain phase regions . . . .
feature\ /\ process, as shown in Fig. 3. The image of an object point\ , \ pObJ (not shown in the figure) is formed by the inter-

ference of light waves propagating from the exit pupil
to the image plane. In the absence of aberrations, the
wavefront of these light rays forms a spherical surface S
at the exit pupil. This surface S is called the Gaussian
reference sphere; it is centered at the Gaussian image
point Po = (x0,Yo) with a radius of curvature R.

Now consider an aberrated wavefront, represented by
the surface W in Fig. 3. The image forming rays of this
aberrated system no longer converge at the Gaussian
image point P0 . If we pick an arbitrary ray at (f' ,g')

in the exit pupil, it would intersect the image plane at P = (x',y'), a point that is most likely different from
P0 = (x0,yo). Denoting the optical path difference between the aberrated wavefront W and the Gaussian
reference sphere S by the wave aberration , the displacement of P from the Gaussian image point, or the ray
aberration as it is commonly called, is30

F I R &(f,g) &(f,g)(x —xo,y _Y0)=(X,Y)I(fI,gF)=_ ( a ' a ) , (1)
Tb f g (f=f',g=g')

where n is the refractive index of the image space. The ray aberration at (f', g') is thus proportional to the
gradient of the wave aberration at that pupil location.

In projection photolithography with a wavelength of A and a numerical aperture of NA, we can rewrite
Eq. (1), normalizing spatial frequency variables to units of (NA/A) and spatial dimensions to units of (A/NA):

— A (&(f,) &(f,)"\( X, Y)Ip,' —

a! ff
(2)( =('), )g

In Eq. (2), the symbol represents normalized quantities, and imaging in air is assumed (ri = 1). Using this
equation, we can estimate the asymmetry of an image caused by aberrations. Let us examine coherent imaging
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Figure 2: Structure of an enhanced alternating PSM.
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Figure 3. The ray aberration is proportional to the gradient Figure 4. The degree of image asymmetry increases as the
of the wave aberration. phase width deviates from 0.7 (A/NA).

of a one-dimensional feature. Suppose, without loss of generality, that the pattern_varies only in the x-direction,
the field distribution in the exit pupil plane is then the spectrum of the object O (J'). The ray aberration of
the frequency component f' is

L = 8()
Df j=fi,=o)

and the amount of redirected energy is IOx(f2. The contribution of this ray at f = f' to the total image
asymmetry is therefore

Ox(f)I2 3(f,) - I&(P)12 3(f,)
(3)

IOx(f)2df a! Etotai 3/ j=ji,=o

+1 -
where Etotai f Kx (f)I2df is the total energy of all image forming rays. Integrating Eq. (3) over the exit

pupil results in the image asymmetry:

+1

Xasymmetry = I Ox(!)23(f"")
,,_ ,,— dJ. (4)

total Df —f,g —0)

Let us now apply Eq. (4) to alternating PSMs with one phase region per edge. With a wave aberration
of (,5, çb) = (333 — 23) cos çb (balanced third-order coma),31 the image asymmetry of a 0.3 (A/NA) line as a
function of the phase width is plotted in Fig. 4. The degree of asymmetry is the least for a phase width of
0.7 (A/NA); it increases rapidly as the phase width deviates from this value.

To understand the increased image asymmetry as the phase width deviates from 0.7 (A/NA), it is useful to
express the spectrum of an alternating PSM as functions of the critical dimension CD and the phase width :

Ox(J) = sin(J) sin[f(D + s)]. (5)
7rf

q
c'j
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Figure 5. (a) Spectra of alternating PSMs with different phase widths show marked differences. The mask with the smaller
phase width [0.7 (A/NA)] exhibits a more gradual behavior than the one with the larger phase width [10 (A/NA)]. (b) The ray
aberration of 4(j3, ) = (353 2j5) cosçb in the x-direction.

Let us compare the spectra of alternating PSMs with the same CD of 0.3 (A/NA), but with two different phase
widths of 0.7 (A/NA) and 10 (A/NA). Plotted in Fig. 5(a), the spectra of the two alternating PSMs show marked
differences. For the mask with a phase width of 0.7 (A/NA), the spectrum magnitude initially increases gradually
with frequency, reaching a maximum at a frequency of f = 0.43 before slowly decreasing to zero at f = 1.0.
The spectrum of the mask with = 10, on the other hand, shows a highly oscillatory behavior. There are
more than 10 local maxima within the frequency range from 0—1 (A/NA) . These peaks decrease in value with
increasing frequency, with the largest value of 0.728 at f = 0.04.

The more gradual spectrum of the mask with a phase width of 0.7 (A/NA) results in lower sensitivity to
aberrations. This can be understood with reference to Fig. 5(b), which plots the ray aberration of 5, q) =
( 353 _ 23) cos in the x-direction as a function of the spatial frequency. As the frequency increases from zero,
the gradient increases quadratically from —2, reaching a value of 7 atf = 1. The zero crossing occurs at
f = 0.471. Image forming rays corresponding to frequencies less than f = 0.471 are shifted in one direction,
whereas rays whose freqencies are larger than f = 0.471 are shifted in the opposite direction.

For a phase width of 0.7 (A/NA), the spectrum peaks at f = 0.43, around spatial frequencies where the ray

aberration has low values. The quantity IOCf')I28) is therefore small. Further, the gradual van-
(1=1' ,=°)

ation of the spectrum results in more extensive averaging of energy shifts in the positive and negative directions.
On the other hand, for an alternating PSM with a wide phase region such as a phase width of 10 (A/NA) in our
example, the spectrum is dominated by the frequencies around 0.04 (NA/A). Unless this dominant frequency
coincides with a zero of the ray aberration function, there is less averaging across the exit pupil, and hence more
image asymmetry.

3. IMAGE SHIFT
From wave-diffraction optics considerations, Lasymmetry computed from Eq. (4) is equivalent to the centroid of
the image32:

+00

asymmetry < >f I() d.

0
0.6 0.8
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Figure 6. (a) Comparison between Lasymmetry computed from Eq. (4) and image shift derived from aerial image simulation.
The CD is 0.3 (A/NA). (b) Simulated aerial images of alternating PSMs with 2 difFerent phase widths. Asymmetry of masks
with small phase widths manifests mainly as an imbalance of the sidelobe intensities, while that of large-phase-width masks is
primarily a result of image placement error.

Equation(4) is thus a signification of the image centroid shift rather than a direct measure of the shift in the
location of the intensity extremum (hereafter as image shift). The difference is illustrated in Fig. 6(a), which
compares the image asymmetry as computed from Eq. (4) [Fig. 4 repeated as the curve with square markers]
with the image shift derived from aerial image simulation (curve with circular markers) . Except for large phase
widths, Eq. (4) is not a good indicator of the image shift. The discrepancy arises because two phenomena
contribute to image asymmetry: image placement error and sidelobe intensity imbalance, and Eq. (4) captures
both. For phase widths smaller than 0.7 (A/NA), image asymmetry manifests mainly as an imbalance of the
sidelobe intensities, as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 6(b). In this case, a large image skew does not translate
to a large placement error. For large phase widths, on the other hand, the high degree of image asymmetry is
primarily the result of placement error of the image [the dotted curve in Fig. 6(b)].

For certain lithography applications such as the gate level, one is often more concerned with image shift
rather than intensity imbalance of the bright regions. For well-corrected exposure systems in which the Strehl
ratios33 are close to unity, image placement error is virtually identical to the image shift. To develop a theory
relating image shift with aberrations, let us first consider a 2-beam imaging scenario. The imaging field is given
by the sum of two plane waves with amplitudes O(fr) and O (f2):

Efield = Ox(fi)e2 f i) + Ox(f2)ei2J22)
= ei21

1
[xUl)ei21+ +

Ox(f2)ei22+772)],

where qj = 0). The image shift is thus

i71752
LXShift = — ________

fi — f2

In this situation, we can interpret the factor ([12) as the discrete ray aberration. The image shift is solely
dependent on the discrete gradient of the wave aberration.

Let us now extend our analysis to a 3-beam imaging scenario with the object spectrum

O(f) = ai6(J- + a26(f - f2) + a36(f- /3),

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
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where the as are the amplitudes of the diffraction orders, and 5(.) is the Dirac delta function.34 The image
intensity under coherent illumination is given by

+1+1

I() =/Z (Ja)Ox (j)e_i2_I dfadf, (6)

where the asterisk * denotes complex conjugation. The intensity extremum can be computed by taking the
derivative of Eq. (6) with respect to â:

dI() = +

+ (7)

where = (Ii — fi), ii = (cb — /), and Im(.) represents the imaginary part of (.). Since the image
shift Xshift as well as the qijs are small compared with 1 in a typical lithography process, Eq. (7) can be
approximated by

dI() = 82[aia2fi2(fi2 + 12) + a2a3f23(J23 + 23) + a3aiJ3i(J3i + 31)] (8)

for masks with real transmission functions. Setting = 0 in Eq. (8) results in

a1a2zfi2q512 + a2a3zf23cb23 + a3aizf3iq3iZXshjft — . (9)
aia2(Lfi2)2 + a2a3(Lf23)2 + a3ai(Lf3i)2

Rather than the discrete ray aberration (q//L\f), the image shift is a function of the frequency and phase
difference between the image forming rays . We can generalize Eq. (9) to an aperiodic object with the spectrum

+1 +1 -
f f Ox(fl)Ox(f2)(fl — f2)(çbi — 2) df1df2

Xshift
f2

_ _ . (10)

f f Ox(fl)Ox(f2)(fl f2)2 df1df2
-1 12

To validate the accuracy of Eq. (10), the image shift of a 0.3 (A/NA) line as a function of the phase width is
plotted as the curve with square markers in Fig. 7. This curve shows excellent agreement with the image place-
ment error derived from aerial image simulation (curve with circular markers in Fig. 7) . The slight discrepancy
between the curves arises from errors introduced during interpolation of the aerial images.

Equipped with Eq. (10), we are ready to analyze aberration sensitivity of enhanced alternating PSMs. The
mask spectrum is

O(f) = (_1)Th+1 sin(f) sin[f( + s)}, where
n=1 7ff (11)

= d1 + + 2tlj_1 with d1 = CD,

rt and iI are defined in Fig. 2, and N is the number of phase regions per edge. We focus on mask structures
whose phase widths and separations between the phase regions have the same dimension, i. e., = = =
SN = = = = WN1 = . Figure 8 is a density plot of the image shift of a 0.3 (A/NA) line as functions
of the phase width and the number of phase regions N for balanced third-order coma. Image shift generally
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Figure 7. Comparison between Lshft computed from Figure 8. Image shift as functions of the phase width and
Eq. (10) and image placement error derived from aerial im- the number of phase regions per edge for balanced third-
age simulation. The CD is 0.3 (A/NA). order coma aberration [4(j3, çb) = (3j53 — 2j5) cos cb].

increases with phase width, consistent with the data shown in Fig. 7. Regardless of the number of phase regions,
the smallest phase width used in the study [0.3 (A/NA)] has low aberration sensitivity. For a fixed phase width
of 0.3 ()/NA) , the image shift decreases as the number of phase regions is increased from 1 to 2. However,
subsequent increase in the number of phase regions worsens rather than improves the image shift.

To understand the interesting dependence of aberration sensitivity on the number of phase regions, let us
examine the spectra of three enhanced alternating PSM with the same CD= 0.3 and = 0.3, but with different
numbers of phase regions per edge. In Fig. 9, the spectrum of the mask with one phase region (N =1) is plotted
as the curve with alternating long and short dots. It has a gradual variation with frequency. Plotted in the same
figure is the wave aberration of balanced third-order coma (solid curve) .A study of these two curves provides a
qualitative understanding of the image shift. To aid our analysis, let us divide the frequency space into 4 regions,
as indicated in Fig. 9. The wave aberration has negative values in regions 1 and 3, whereas (f, 0) assumes
positive values in regions 2 and 4. The image shift is proportional to the sum of the interactions between these
regions according to the numerator of Eq. (10) . The auto-interaction of region 1 (interaction between region 1
and itself) is not a major contributor to the image shift because both Lifand the size of the region are small.
The interaction between regions 1 and 2,

12 f f O(f1)O(j2)(f1 - !2X1 - 2)df1df2,
region 2 region 1

is significant because (Ji), O (f2), and zf12 are all sizable, and the sign of ct12 is constant (negative)
throughoutthe integration regions. However, L12 is mostly canceled by z14, in which the product of O(f1)
(positive), O(f4) (negative), and /12 (negative) results in a shift in the opposite direction. Similar considerations
for interactions between other regions lead to the conclusion that L23 is the dominant contributor to image shift
because of the sizes of regions 2 and 3, as well as the consistency in the signs of all the terms in the product

Ox (f2)O (f3)zJ23cb23.
Repeating the procedure for an enhanced alternating PSM with 2 phase regions (N = 2) reveals that no single

interaction term dominates. With the spectrum plotted as the curve with long dots in Fig. 9, the contribution to
image shift from 123 5 subdued (compared with the mask with 1 phase region per edge) because the spectrum
amplitude changes sign within both regions 2 and 3, leading to some amount of averaging of positive and
negative shifts. The resulting L23 happens to be of similar magnitude to Z14, but of a different sign. Since
only these 2 interaction terms are significant, they almost cancel each other, leading to minimal image shift.

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

phase width (AJNA)
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Figure 9. Frequency spectra of enhanced alternating PSMs Figure 10. Image shift as functions of the phase width and
with different numbers of phase regions per edge. the number of phase regions per edge for balanced fifth-order

coma aberration [(j5, ç5) = (i0j35 — 125 + 35) cos cbj.

For a mask with 4 phase regions (curve with short dots in Fig. 9), L23 is further subdued because of the
increased oscillation and the reduced magnitude of the spectrum within regions 2 and 3. The interaction
between regions 1 and 4 becomes the single dominant contributor to image shift, resulting in an increased
Xshift compared with the mask with 2 phase regions.

4. DISCUSSION
The foregoing analysis indicates that the placement sensitivity to aberration of a mask feature is dependent on
the wave aberration of the exposure system. One pattern may have lower sensitivity to balanced third-order
coma than a second pattern; but the relative sensitivity may reverse for other aberration functions. For example,
Fig. 10 is a density plot of the image shift of a 0.3 (A/NA) line as functions of the phase width and the number of
phase regions per edge for balanced fifth-order coma aberration [(j5, q5) =(i0j55 — 12/3d + 35) cos q5)]. Although
aberration sensitivity in general decreases with decreasing phase width, a phenomenon similar to third-order
coma aberration (Fig. 8), the mask with = 0.3 and N = 1 has a lower aberration sensitivity than the one with

= 0.3 and N = 2.

In the same vein, if the wave aberration of the exposure system is known, it is possible to optimize the
enhanced alternating PSM structure for low placement sensitivity. For example, consider 2 aberration functions
having the same peak and RMS values:

1—c° —0.43 < I < 0, 1—o —0.86 < f < —0.43,

i(J,0) = ' co 0 < f 0.43, and 2(f,0) = q5o 0.43 < f < 0.86,

t. 0 otherwise, 10 otherwise.

In the imaging of a 0.3 (A/NA) line by an alternating PSM with a phase width of 0.7 (A/NA) [see Fig. 5(a) for
its spectrum], the image shift is bigger for 2(f, 0) because the weighting factor (f' —12) of the phase difference
(qi — çb2) is larger in Eq. (10). On the other hand, an alternating PSM with a wider phase width of 10 (A/NA)
[its spectrum is shown in Fig. 5(a)] shifts more under the influence of 4 (f, 0). The dominant image forming
rays around f = 0.04 are aberrated by (f, 0) but not by 2 (f, 0).

Although the placement sensitivity of a mask pattern is aberration-function-specific, we can still assert that
a mask with a flatter spectrum in general has lower placement sensitivity than one whose spectrum is dominated
by a few frequency components. Referring to the numerator of Eq. (10), a flatter spectrum typically results

_/7

region 2

f(NA/X) phase width (A/NA)
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in a higher degree of cancellation between positive and negative shifts because the factor (çi1 — q2 ) changes
sign across the pupil. Compared with conventional alternating PSMs, enhanced alternating PSMs have lower
placement sensitivity because their spectra exhibit a more gradual variation.

5. SUMMARY
Two theories for the quantification of image skew of photomask features caused by aberrations are developed.
By summing the ray aberration weighted by the ray energy across the exit pupil, image asymmetry can be
computed. This shift of the image centroid accounts for both image shift and sidelobe intensity imbalance. To
isolate image placement error from the centroid shift, one needs to consider the shift of the intensity extremum.
Application of the image shift formulation leads to the conclusion that enhanced alternating PSMs are generally
less sensitive to aberrations because of their more gradual spectra compared with conventional alternating PSMs.
Although applied only to enhanced alternating PSM in our discussion, the theories encapsulated by Eqs. (4)
and (10) are generally applicable.
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